
Please sit as close to the 
front as you can!

No one at back tables.

• WHEN SIGN IN SHEET COMES AROUND: Look for your name, it is in 
ABC order by last name. IF for ANY reason, your name is NOT on 
the list, please add it to the last page with blank lines.

• Perfect attendance = prizes, do NOT forget to sign in at EACH class! ☺ You 
also get prizes for coming to 7 or 6 of the 8 sessions!



Political Geography 
Devolutionary Pressures

UCR AP Readiness

October 26, 2019



Miss Cisneros -or- Miss C

Email: CisnAL@fusd.net

Remind (app or text #81010): 
@UCRAPHuG



Things to Note!
•Eating in Class: Please clean up after 
yourself! 

•Restrooms: Located in the back of this 
classroom/lecture hall.

•Expectations of Behavior: Be an excellent 
reflection of your high school. ☺ Be on time, 
respectful, stay off your electronics.

•UCR AP Readiness Breaks: Keep aware of time, 
stick to areas near your classes. ☺



UCR AP Readiness: What is it?!



Things to Know!



Our Focus



Political Trivia!

Brazil was once a colony 
of which European 

country?

Portugal



Political Trivia!

Which country had the 
largest empire at one 

time?

The British
“The Sun Never Sets on the British Empire”



Political Trivia!

Catalonia is a region 
seeking independence. 

What country does it 
belong to currently?

Spain



Political Trivia!

How many countries 
touch borders with 

China?

14
India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, 

Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Russia, North Korea, Vietnam, 
Laos, Myanmar, Bhutan, and Nepal.



Political Trivia!

How many stateless 
people (people without 
a country) are there in 

the world?

12 – 15 million people
United Nations



But first, some vocabulary! 
Devolution
• The movement of power from a central government to regional

governments (or subnational governments) within the state (aka 
country).



But first, some vocabulary! 

Irredentism
• When a country seeks to annex or take 

over territory in another state or 
country because it has ties to a 
population of people that live there.



But first, some vocabulary! 

Shatterbelt
• Areas caught between stronger colliding external cultural-political 

forces, under persistent stress, and often fragmented by 
aggressive rivals. 



But first, some vocabulary! 

Centripetal Forces
• forces that tend to unite or bring a country together



But first, some vocabulary! 

Centrifugal Forces
• forces that tend to divide a country.



But first, some vocabulary! 

Stateless Nation
• A group of people with a 

common culture occupying a 
particular territory that does not 
operate as an independent
political unit with a defined, 
permanently populated territory 
and has no sovereign control 
over its internal and foreign 
affairs.



Devolution 
• The movement of power from a central government to 

regional governments (or subnational governments) 
within the state.

• Examples of this are:
• Scotland and the United Kingdom.
• Quebec and Canada…





But, what if that doesn’t work?!

• If a group/region within a state is not satisfied with being 
granted some autonomy within a state, this can lead to 
independence movements.

• This happened in Yugoslavia in the late 1980s/early 1990s.  It 
was a country that eventually went through “Balkanization,” 
which is defined as a process by which a state breaks down 
through conflict among ethnicities. 







But, that can’t be happening today right?

• Absolutely it is!

• Currently Catalonia, a region in 
Spain is seeking independence.  
They have devolved a bit, as it 
has its own regional leader, 
government and parliament.   
They even have their own official 
language, Catalan, as well as flag. 



But, what if that doesn’t work?!



But, that can’t be happening today right?
• Absolutely it is!

• Currently Nigeria is having issues 
with people thinking that the 
current federal structure is 
concentrating too much political 
and economic power at the 
center of the country and think 
they should devolved some 
power to separate areas. Due to 
its very diverse ethnic groups, 
this is creating conflict. 



Stateless Nations





Centripetal vs. Centrifugal Forces

•With a neighbor or two, make two lists – one for 
centripetal forces in a country, and one for 
centrifugal forces in a country.

•Centripetal: forces that UNITE a country.

•Centrifugal: forces that DIVIDE a country.



CentriPETAL Forces



Centrifugal Forces



Centripetal vs. Centrifugal Forces

•With a neighbor or two, make two lists – one for 
centripetal forces in a country, and one for 
centrifugal forces in a country.

•Centripetal: forces that UNITE a country.

•Centrifugal: forces that DIVIDE a country.



Centripetal and Centrifugal Forces:
1. The Roman Catholic faith gave unity to the Polish people even as the 

borders of Poland moved all over the map of central Europe.

2. In 1971, each of the two parts of Pakistan became an independent 
state: Pakistan in the west, and Bangladesh in the east.

3. There is a continuous record of Chinese civilization, a fact which 
accentuates China’s cultural identity.

4. Almost half of the population of Uruguay lives in the capital city of 
Montevideo, and there are virtually no other important urban 
centers.

5. There are over 250 different cultural groups in Nigeria, among the 
most important of which are the Hausa, Yoruba, and Ibo.

6. The wealthiest region of Italy is the north and the poorest is the 
south, the Mezzogiorno.

7. Belgium’s northern region uses Dutch as an official language, and its 
southern region uses French as an official language. 



Student Evaluation

http://bit.ly/ucr1026
Last name: Cisneros

**Please do the survey and suggest 
topics! We want to help you as much as 
we can. Doing 1 survey after each class 

helps all of us!**





Neat Sources for AP HuG Connections!

On Instagram or Facebook, or their websites!

•World Economic Forum

•Global Citizen

•NPR

•National Geographic 

•United Nations – They have a TON of sub IG groups 
like: Human Rights, Refugees, Gender, Climate…and so 
on! 






